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NEW QUESTION: 1
The Prioritize component always outputs ____________.
A. all eligible offers
B. top 3 offer
C. top 1 offer
D. an arbitrary number of offers
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
https://pegasystems2.https.internapcdn.net/pegasystems2/marketi
ng/C-762-StudentGuide.pdf (81)

NEW QUESTION: 2
What automates the process of creating and maintaining a

business application?
A. Application descriptors
B. DefaultLevel3 profile
C. Component descriptors module
D. Custom server template
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
The principle of evaporator is to convert refrigerant from
liquid to gas, take away the heat of the object to be
refrigerated, to achieve refrigeration.
A. True
B. False
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
When submitting a passphrase for authentication, the passphrase
is converted into ...
A. a virtual password by the system.
B. a new passphrase by the system.
C. a real password by the system which can be used forever.
D. a new passphrase by the encryption technology
Answer: A
Explanation:
Passwords can be compromised and must be protected. In the
ideal case, a password should only be used once. The changing
of passwords can also fall between these two extremes.
Passwords can be required to change monthly, quarterly, or at
other intervals, depending on the criticality of the
information needing protection and the password's frequency of
use. Obviously, the more times a password is used, the more
chance there is of it being compromised. It is recommended to
use a passphrase instead of a password. A passphrase is more
resistant to attacks. The passphrase is converted into a
virtual password by the system. Often time the passphrase will
exceed the maximum length supported by the system and it must
be trucated into a Virtual Password.
Reference(s) used for this question:
http://www.itl.nist.gov/fipspubs/fip112htm and KRUTZ, Ronald L.
&amp; VINES, Russel D., The CISSP Prep Guide: Mastering the Ten
Domains of Computer Security, 2001, John Wiley &amp; Sons, Page
36 &amp; 37
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